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Abstract

We introduce a method of learning an abstract state representation for Markov decision processes (MDPs) with rich observations. We begin by proving that a combination of three conditions is sufficient for a learned state abstraction to retain the Markov property. We then describe a practical training procedure that combines inverse model estimation and temporal contrastive learning to learn an abstraction that approximately satisfies these conditions. We evaluate our approach with a proof-of-concept visual gridworld experiment, where the learned representation captures the underlying structure of the domain and enables substantially improved learning performance over end-to-end deep RL, matching the performance achieved with hand-designed compact state information.

1 Introduction

Reinforcement learning (RL) in Markov decision processes with rich observations requires a suitable state representation. Typically, such representations are learned implicitly as a byproduct of doing deep RL. However, in domains where compact (non-visual) state information is available, an RL agent trained on compact states usually outperforms an agent trained on rich observations. Recent work has sought to close this “representation gap” by incorporating a wide range of representation-learning objectives, including pixel reconstruction (Finn et al., 2016; Higgins et al., 2017), pixel prediction (Song et al., 2016; Kaiser et al., 2020), abstract transition model estimation (Gelada et al., 2019), inverse model estimation (Christiano et al., 2016; Pathak et al., 2017), contrastive learning (Van den Oord et al., 2018; Anand et al., 2019; Misra et al., 2019; Srinivas et al., 2020; Stooke et al., 2020), and data augmentation (Laskin et al., 2020), as well as combinations of these objectives (Agrawal et al., 2016; Zhang et al., 2018; Shelhamer et al., 2016; Ha & Schmidhuber, 2018). Many of these methods improve performance, but most lack a theoretical justification for why they should be effective.

The fundamental assumption of reinforcement learning in Markov decision processes (MDPs) is that the MDPs are, in fact, Markov. This assumption calls for state representations that preserve the Markov property. We describe sufficient conditions for obtaining a Markov abstract state representation. We next show that these conditions are approximately satisfied using a combination of two popular representation learning objectives: inverse model estimation and temporal contrastive learning. Inverse model estimation predicts the action distribution that explains two consecutive states, and temporal contrastive learning determines whether two states were in fact consecutive. We evaluate this combined learning objective on a proof-of-concept representation learning problem, and show that it learns representations that capture the underlying structure of the domain and enable efficient learning. This work provides theoretical justification for why inverse models and temporal contrastive learning are each effective individually, and shows that their combination is uniquely suited to the goal of learning useful state representations for RL.

*Corresponding Author

An abstraction $M$ consists of sets of states $X$ and actions $A$, reward function $R : X \times A \times X \rightarrow \mathbb{R}$, transition dynamics $T : X \times A \rightarrow \text{Pr}(X)$, and discount factor $\gamma$. We use $X$ as the name for the set of states, rather than $S$, which is more common, to highlight that $X$ is a rich observation, perhaps generated by a noisy sensor function $\sigma$, but that the behavior of the MDP is in fact governed by much more compact (but unobserved) set of states $S$, as in the Block MDP formulation (Du et al., 2019). We assume that $S$ and $\sigma$ are unknown to the agent, and that the rich, observed state space $X$ is itself Markov, which means it is a sufficient statistic for predicting the next state and expected reward, for any action the agent might select.

**Definition 1 (Markov Property).** Given an decision process $M = (X, A, R, T, \gamma)$, the state space $X$ is Markov if and only if the following holds, for all $a \in A, x \in X, k \geq 1$:

$$
\text{Markov}(X) : \iff T^{(k)}(x_{t+1} | \{a_{t-i}, x_{t-i}\}_{i=0}^k) = T(x_{t+1} | a_t, x_t) \cap R^{(k)}(x_{t+1}, \{a_{t-i}, x_{t-i}\}_{i=0}^k) = R(x_{t+1}, a_t, x_t).
$$

The superscript $(k)$ denotes that the function is being conditioned on $k$ additional steps of history. Technically, each $x \in X$ must also be sufficient for determining the set of actions available to the agent in that state, but here we assume, as is common, that this set is equal to $A$ in every state.

The behavior of an RL agent is typically determined by a (Markov) policy $\pi : X \rightarrow \text{Pr}(A)$, and each policy induces value function $V^\pi : X \rightarrow \mathbb{R}$ (and action-value function $Q^\pi : X \times A \rightarrow \mathbb{R}$), which estimates the sum of expected future discounted rewards starting from a given state (and action) and following the policy $\pi$ thereafter. The agent’s objective is to learn an optimal policy $\pi^*$ that maximizes value at every state. Note that the assumption that the optimal policy is Markov—that it maps from states to actions—is only appropriate if the decision process itself is Markov; almost all RL algorithms simply assume this to be the case.

### 2.2 State Abstraction

To support decision making when $X$ is too high-dimensional for tractable learning, we turn to state abstraction. Our objective is to find an abstraction function $\phi : X \rightarrow Z$ mapping each ground state $x$ to an abstract state representation $z = \phi(x)$, with the hope that learning is tractable in $Z$ (see Figure 1a). We refer to $X$ as ground states (and $M$ as the ground MDP), to reflect that they are grounded in the true environment. We interchangeably refer to $z \in Z$ as an abstract state or an abstract representation.

An abstraction $\phi : X \rightarrow Z$, when applied to an MDP $M$, induces a new abstract decision process $M_\phi = (Z, A, T^\pi_{\phi,t}, R^\pi_{\phi,t}, \gamma)$, whose dynamics may depend the current timestep $t$ or the agent’s behavior policy $\pi$, and, crucially, which is not guaranteed to be Markov.\(^2\)

\(^2\)For an example of a non-Markov abstract decision process, see Appendix C.
**Definition 2 (Markov Abstraction).** Given an MDP \( M = (X, A, R, T, \gamma) \), initial state distribution \( P_0 \), and behavior policy \( \pi \), a state abstraction \( \phi : X \to Z \) is Markov if and only if it induces an abstract decision process \( M_\phi = (Z, A, R^\pi_\phi, T^\pi_\phi, \gamma) \) such that the following holds, for all \( a \in A, z \in Z, k \geq 1 \):

\[
\text{Markov}(\phi) : \iff T^\pi_\phi(z_{t+1} | \{a_{t-i}, z_{t-i}\}_{i=0}^k) = T^\pi_\phi(z_{t+1} | a_t, z_t) \cap R^\pi_\phi(z_{t+1} | \{a_{t-i}, z_{t-i}\}_{i=0}^k) = R^\pi_\phi(z_{t+1} | a_t, z_t).
\]

When \( \phi \) is Markov, we equivalently say that \( M_\phi \) is an MDP, or that \( Z \) is a Markov state representation.

One common approach to learning an abstract MDP is to use state aggregation (Li et al., 2006) to group states into abstract states using a fixed weighting scheme \( w(x) \), representing how much each ground state \( x \) contributes to its abstract state \( z \). In this formulation, the abstract decision process is Markov by construction, and \( T_\phi \) and \( R_\phi \) no longer depend on the policy or timestep. Unfortunately, if the agent changes its policy during learning, the abstract MDP may no longer match the behavior of the original MDP (Abel et al., 2018). Abel et al. show that this discrepancy can have negative consequences for learning, such as causing algorithms with bounded sample complexity in the ground MDP to make an arbitrarily large number of mistakes in the abstract MDP.

Rather than choosing an abstraction and hoping its related abstract MDP reflects the behavior of the ground MDP, we start by defining the abstract decision process to explicitly match that behavior, and then select a compatible abstraction that causes the abstract decision process to be Markov.

### 3 Related Work

The immediately obvious approach to learning a Markov state representation is to jointly train an abstraction \( \phi \) and a forward model \( \hat{T}(\phi(x), a) \approx \phi(x') \) to predict abstract states. Unfortunately, since \( \phi \) is on both sides of the equation, this approach can result in a trivial abstraction like \( \phi(x) \to 0 \) for all \( x \), which makes learning \( \hat{T} \) easy, but contains no useful information for decision making. This problem can in theory be mitigated by jointly learning a reward model (Gelada et al., 2019), and in principle that is sufficient; however, such an approach will fail in practice if rewards are sparse or the abstraction must be learned without knowledge of the reward function.

Pixel prediction (Kaiser et al., 2020) is one way to avoid learning a trivial abstraction. However, in stochastic domains, this comes with the challenging task of density estimation over the ground state space, and as a result, performance is about on-par with end-to-end deep RL (Van Hasselt et al., 2019). Moreover, both pixel prediction and the related task of pixel reconstruction (Higgins et al., 2017) are misaligned with the fundamental goal of state abstraction. These approaches train models to perfectly reproduce the relevant ground state, ergo the abstract state must effectively throw away no information. By contrast, the objective of state abstraction is to throw away as much information as possible, while preserving what is necessary for decision making.

As an alternative to (or in addition to) learning a forward model, it is sometimes beneficial learn an inverse model. An inverse model \( I(a|x', x) \) predicts the action distribution that resulted in a transition between a pair of abstract states. Christiano et al. (2016) studied using an inverse model to learn representations that improve transfer from simulation to real-world problems. Agrawal et al. (2016) jointly estimated forward and inverse dynamics models for robot motion planning, and Pathak et al. (2017) also combined forward and inverse models to create an intrinsic reward to aid exploration.

Since estimating high-dimensional distributions can be challenging, a compelling alternative is contrastive learning (Gutmann & Hyvärinen, 2010), which aims to predict whether a particular state, or sequence of states, came from the distribution in question or some other distribution. Shellhammer et al. (2016) empirically evaluated inverse model estimation and a form of multi-step contrastive learning, as well as other objectives such as pixel reconstruction and jointly training with RL. Van den Oord et al. (2018) applied a temporal version of this technique to learn representations by distinguishing legitimate state transitions from manufactured ones while concurrently training an RL agent. Misra et al. (2019) employed a temporal contrastive loss to learn representations while simultaneously learning to explore the domain efficiently using those representations. Srinivas et al. (2020) combined data augmentation and non-temporal contrastive learning with single states, and recently, Stooke et al. (2020) followed up on this work with a temporal version that performed better.
While many of these methods learn representations that lead to substantial improvements in learning performance, none has explicitly addressed the question of how to learn compact abstract state representations that actually preserve the Markov property (apart from pixel prediction, which is subject to problems we have already discussed). We are the first, to our knowledge, to show that the combination of inverse model estimation and temporal contrastive learning, along with constraints on the agent’s policy, is sufficient to learn a Markov state representation.

4 Markov Abstract State Representations

Recall that for a state representation to be Markov (whether ground or abstract), it must be a sufficient statistic for predicting the next state and expected reward, for any action the agent might select. The ground state representation of an MDP is Markov by definition, but abstract states have no such guarantees. To design a loss function that results in a Markov abstraction, we will leverage Definition 2, which means we must first define the abstract transition model $T_{\varphi,t}^\pi$ and reward function $R_{\varphi,t}^\pi$, as well as their $k$-step counterparts.

4.1 Constructing the Abstract Decision Process

For the abstract decision process to reflect the behavior of the ground MDP, it must be defined in terms of ground MDP quantities. We can rewrite the transition probabilities as follows:

$$
\Pr(z'|a, z) = \sum_{z' \in z'} \sum_{x \in z} \Pr(x'|a, z, x) \Pr(x|a, z) = \sum_{z' \in z'} \sum_{x \in z} \Pr(x'|a, z, x) \frac{\Pr(x|a) \Pr(x|z)}{\sum_{x \in z} \Pr(x|a) \Pr(x|z)},
$$

where we use the shorthand $x \in z$ to denote $x \in X : \phi(x) = z$. Thus, for a given behavior policy $\pi$, the abstract transition probabilities are:

$$
T_{\varphi,t}^\pi(z'|a, z) := \sum_{z' \in z'} \sum_{x \in z} T(x'|a, x) \frac{\pi_t(a|x) B^\pi_{\varphi,t}(z'|z)}{\sum_{z \in z} \pi_t(a|z) B^\pi_{\varphi,t}(z'|z)}, \tag{3}
$$

where $B^\pi_{\varphi,t}$ is a belief distribution representing the likelihood of each ground state in a particular abstract state (see Appendix A for expanded derivations). We use the same approach to define the abstract reward function:

$$
R_{\varphi,t}^\pi(z', a, z) := \sum_{z' \in z'} \sum_{x \in z} R(x', a, x) \frac{T(x'|a, x) \pi_t(a|x) B^\pi_{\varphi,t}(z'|z)}{T_{\varphi,t}^\pi(z'|a, z, x) \sum_{z \in z} \pi_t(a|z) B^\pi_{\varphi,t}(z'|z)}, \tag{4}
$$

All that remains is to define the belief distribution $B^\pi_{\varphi,t}$, which we will do step-by-step.\(^4\) Starting from an arbitrary initial state distribution $P_0(x)$, the agent’s (possibly non-stationary) behavior policy $\pi := \{\pi_0, \pi_1, \ldots\}$ induces a distribution $P^\pi_t$ over ground states at each subsequent time step:

$$
P^\pi_t(x) := \sum_{a \in A} \sum_{\tilde{x} \in X} T(x|a, \tilde{x}) \pi_{t-1}(a|\tilde{x}) P^\pi_{t-1}(\tilde{x}), \quad \text{for all } t \geq 1. \tag{5}
$$

We use $P^\pi_t(x)$ to define the belief distribution $B^\pi_{\varphi,t}(x|z)$, noting that $\Pr(x|z) = \frac{\Pr(x|z) \Pr(x)}{\sum_{x \in z} \Pr(x) \Pr(x)}$:

$$
B^\pi_{\varphi,t}(x|z) := \frac{I(\phi(x) = z) P^\pi_t(x)}{\sum_{z' \in z} P^\pi_t(x)}, \tag{6}
$$

where $I(\cdot)$ denotes the indicator function. Note that $P^\pi_t$ and $B^\pi_{\varphi,t}$ may be non-stationary, even if $\pi$ is a stationary policy.\(^5\)

If we restrict ourselves to a particular class of policies, the abstract transition and reward can be written much more simply. In particular, consider the class of policies $\Pi_\varphi$ where $\pi \in \Pi_\varphi$ if and only

\(^3\)This section closely follows Hutter (2016), except here we consider distributions over ground states, rather than full histories.

\(^4\)Note that while we use $B^\pi_{\varphi,t}$ for our theoretical results, the agent need not estimate or maintain a belief distribution in order to learn a Markov abstraction.

\(^5\)This can happen, for example, when the policy induces either a Markov chain that does not have a stationary distribution, or one whose stationary distribution is different from $P_0$. 
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With these definitions in place, we now describe three conditions in Theorem 1 that together are sufficient conditions for ensuring (2). We can easily modify (3) and (4) to condition on additional history information by generalizing $B^{\pi}_{\phi,t}$ to a $k$-step belief distribution $B^{\pi(k)}_{\phi,t}$:

$$B^{\pi(k)}_{\phi,t}(x|z_t, \{a_{t-i}, z_{t-i}\}_{i=1}^k) := \frac{1[\phi(x_t) = z_t] \sum_{x_{t+1} \in \mathcal{X}} T(x_{t+1}|a_{t-1}, x_{t-1}) B^{\pi(k-1)}_{\phi,t}(x_{t+1}|z_{t+1}, \{a_{t-1}, z_{t-1}\}_{i=1}^{k-1})}{\sum_{x_{t+1} \in \mathcal{X}} \sum_{z_{t+1} \in \mathcal{Z}} T(x_{t+1}|a_{t-1}, x_{t-1}) B^{\pi(k-1)}_{\phi,t}(x_{t+1}|z_{t+1}, \{a_{t-1}, z_{t-1}\}_{i=1}^{k-1})},$$

for $k \geq 1$. When $k = 0$ we define $B^{\pi(0)}_{\phi,t} := B^{\pi}_{\phi,t}$. This definition follows from combining (5) and (6) and conditioning each quantity on the additional history.

Using $B^{\pi(k)}_{\phi,t}$, we define the $k$-step abstract transition model $T^{\pi(k)}_{\phi,t}$ and reward function $R^{\pi(k)}_{\phi,t}$:

$$T^{\pi(k)}_{\phi,t}(z_{t+1}|\{a_{t-i}, z_{t-i}\}_{i=0}^k) := \sum_{x_{t+1} \in \mathcal{X}} \sum_{x_t \in \mathcal{X}} T(x_{t+1}|a_t, x_t) \pi_t(a_t|x_t) B^{\pi(k)}_{\phi,t}(x_{t+1}|z_{t+1}, \{a_{t-1}, z_{t-1}\}_{i=1}^k) \sum_{\tilde{x}_t \in \mathcal{X}} \pi_t(\tilde{x}_t) B^{\pi(k)}_{\phi,t}(\tilde{x}_{t+1}|z_{t+1}, \{a_{t-1}, z_{t-1}\}_{i=1}^k),$$

$$R^{\pi(k)}_{\phi,t}(z_{t+1}, \{a_{t-i}, z_{t-i}\}_{i=0}^k) := \sum_{x_{t+1} \in \mathcal{X}} \sum_{x_t \in \mathcal{X}} \sum_{\tilde{x}_t \in \mathcal{X}} \sum_{\tilde{z}_t \in \mathcal{Z}} R(x_{t+1}, a_t, x_t) T(x_{t+1}|a_t, x_t) \pi_t(a_t|x_t) B^{\pi(k)}_{\phi,t}(x_{t+1}|z_{t+1}, \{a_{t-1}, z_{t-1}\}_{i=1}^k) \sum_{\tilde{x}_t \in \mathcal{X}} \pi_t(\tilde{x}_t) B^{\pi(k)}_{\phi,t}(\tilde{x}_{t+1}|z_{t+1}, \{a_{t-1}, z_{t-1}\}_{i=1}^k).$$

Now that we have these extended-history versions of $T^{\pi}_{\phi,t}$ and $R^{\pi}_{\phi,t}$, we are ready to apply Definition 2 and describe sufficient conditions for ensuring (2).

### 4.3 Sufficient Conditions for a Markov Abstraction

The strictly necessary conditions for ensuring an abstraction $\phi$ is Markov, by Definition 2, depend on $T$ and $R$, which are typically unknown and hard to estimate due to $X$’s high-dimensionality. However, we can still find conditions that imply Definition 2 without explicitly knowing $T$ and $R$. To do this, we will require that three quantities are equivalent in $M$ and $M_\phi$: the agent’s policy, the inverse dynamics model, and a density ratio that we define below.

The inverse dynamics model $I^T_\pi(a|x', x)$ is related to the transition model $T(x'|a, x)$ and the expected next-state model $N^\pi_\pi(x'|x)$ via Bayes’ theorem: $T(x'|a, x) = \frac{I^T_\pi(a|x', x) N^\pi_\pi(x'|x)}{\pi_t(a|x)}$, where $I^T_\pi$ and $N^\pi_\pi$ are defined as follows:

$$I^T_\pi(a|x', x) := \frac{T(x'|a, x) \pi_t(a|x)}{N^\pi_\pi(x'|x)} \quad N^\pi_\pi(x'|x) := \sum_{\tilde{a} \in A} T(x'|\tilde{a}, x) \pi_t(\tilde{a}|x).$$

To relate the above quantities to their abstract counterparts in $M_\phi$, we also define the following expressions:

$$I^T_{\phi,t}(a_t|x_{t+1}, z_t) := \frac{T(x_{t+1}|a_t, x_t) \pi_t(a_t|x_t) B_{\phi,t}^\pi(x_t|z_t)}{\sum_{z_{t+1}} \pi_t(a_t|x_t) B_{\phi,t}^\pi(x_t|z_t)} \quad N^\pi_{\phi,t}(x_{t+1}|x_t, z_t) := \sum_{\tilde{a} \in A} T_{\phi,t}(x_{t+1}|\tilde{a}, x_t, z_t) \pi_{\phi,t}(\tilde{a}_t|x_t, z_t).$$

With these definitions in place, we now describe three conditions in Theorem 1 that together are sufficient for ensuring $M_\phi$ is an MDP.
Theorem 1. Let \( \phi : X \to Z \) be an abstraction of MDP \( M = (X, A, T, R, \gamma) \), with arbitrary initial ground-state distribution \( P_0 \), and let \( \pi \) be the agent’s behavior policy. Construct the abstract decision process \( M_\phi = (Z, A, T_\phi, R_\phi, \gamma) \), where \( T_\phi \) is defined via (3) and \( R_\phi \) via (4).

If all of the following conditions hold at every timestep \( t \):

1. **Matching Policies.** The ground-state policy is piecewise-constant with respect to \( \phi \):
   \[
   \phi(x) = \phi(\hat{x}) \implies \pi_t(\cdot|\hat{x}) = \pi_t(\cdot|x) \quad \forall x, \hat{x} \in X
   \]
   \[
   \equiv \pi_{\phi,t}(\cdot|z) = \pi_t(\cdot|x) \quad \forall z \in Z, x, \hat{x} \in X : \phi(x) = z.
   \]

2. **Matching Inverse Models.** The ground- and abstract-state inverse models are equal:
   \[
   I_{\phi,t}(\cdot|z', z) = I_t(\cdot|\hat{x}', x) \quad \forall z', z \in Z, \forall \hat{x}', x \in X : \phi(\hat{x}') = z' \cap \phi(x) = z.
   \]

3. **Matching Next-State Density Ratios.** The next-abstract-state density ratio is equal to the expectation with respect to the belief distribution of the next-ground-state density ratio:
   \[
   \frac{N_{\phi,t}(z'|z)}{P_{\phi,t}(z)} = \sum_{\tilde{x} \in X} \frac{N_{\phi,t}(z'|\tilde{x})}{P_t(\tilde{x})} B_{\phi,t}^{\pi}(\tilde{x}|z) \quad \forall z', z \in Z, \forall \hat{x}' \in X : \phi(\hat{x}') = z'.
   \]

Then, \( M_\phi \) is Markov as defined in Definition 2.

The proof makes use of two lemmas: Lemma 4.1, that equal \( k \)-step and \( (k-1) \)-step belief distributions imply equal \( k \)-step and \( (k-1) \)-step transition models and reward functions, and Lemma 4.2, that equal \( k \)-step and \( (k-1) \)-step belief distributions imply equal \( (k+1) \)-step and \( k \)-step belief distributions.

We provide a sketch of each proof below, and defer the full proofs to Appendix B.

**Lemma 4.1.** Given an MDP \( M \), abstraction \( \phi \), policy \( \pi \), initial state distribution \( P_0 \), and any \( k \geq 1 \), if it holds that \( B_{\phi,t}^{\pi}(x_i|z_t, \{a_{t-i}, z_{t-i}\}_{i=1}^{k}) = B_{\phi,t}^{\pi(k-1)}(x_i|z_t, \{a_{t-i}, z_{t-i}\}_{i=1}^{k-1}) \),

Then for all \( a_t \in A \) and \( z_{t+1} \in Z, \)

\[
T_{\phi,t}^{\pi(k)}(z_{t+1}|\{a_{t-i}, z_{t-i}\}_{i=0}^{k}) = T_{\phi,t}^{\pi(k-1)}(z_{t+1}|\{a_{t-i}, z_{t-i}\}_{i=0}^{k-1})
\]

\[
\cap
\]

\[
R_{\phi,t}^{\pi(k)}(z_{t+1}, \{a_{t-i}, z_{t-i}\}_{i=0}^{k}) = R_{\phi,t}^{\pi(k-1)}(z_{t+1}, \{a_{t-i}, z_{t-i}\}_{i=0}^{k-1}).
\]

**Proof sketch:** Starting with \( B_{\phi,t}^{\pi(k)} = B_{\phi,t}^{\pi(k-1)} \), repeatedly multiply and divide both sides by the same quantities, or take the same summations of both sides, to obtain \( T_{\phi,t}^{\pi(k)} = T_{\phi,t}^{\pi(k-1)} \). Then apply the same process again, making use of the fact that \( T_{\phi,t}^{\pi(k)} = T_{\phi,t}^{\pi(k-1)} \), to obtain \( R_{\phi,t}^{\pi(k)} = R_{\phi,t}^{\pi(k-1)} \). \( \Box \)

**Lemma 4.2.** Given an MDP \( M \), abstraction \( \phi \), policy \( \pi \), and initial state distribution \( P_0 \), if for all \( t \geq k, z_t \in Z, x_t \in X : \phi(x_t) = z_t \), we have that \( B_{\phi,t}^{\pi(k)}(x_t|z_t, \{a_{t-i}, z_{t-i}\}_{i=1}^{k}) = B_{\phi,t}^{\pi(k-1)}(x_t|z_t, \{a_{t-i}, z_{t-i}\}_{i=1}^{k-1}) \), then for all \( z_{t+1} \in Z, x_{t+1} \in X, \phi(x_{t+1}) = z_{t+1}, \)

\[
B_{\phi,t}^{\pi(k)}(x_{t+1}|z_{t+1}, \{a_{t-i}, z_{t-i}\}_{i=0}^{k}) = B_{\phi,t}^{\pi(k-1)}(x_{t+1}|z_{t+1}, \{a_{t-i}, z_{t-i}\}_{i=0}^{k-1})
\]

**Proof sketch:** Let \( T_{\phi,t}^{\pi(k)} \) be defined via (8). Then by Lemma 4.1, \( T_{\phi,t}^{\pi(k)} = T_{\phi,t}^{\pi(k-1)} \). Use this fact while following the same approach as in Lemma 4.1. \( \Box \)

Now we summarize the proof of the main theorem.

**Proof of Theorem 1 (sketch):** The structure of the proof is as follows. We begin by showing that the belief distributions \( B_{\phi,t}^{\pi(k)} \) and \( B_{\phi,t}^{\pi(k-1)} \) must be equal for \( k = 1 \), and use Lemma 4.1 to prove the base case of the theorem. Then we use Lemmas 4.2 and 4.1 together, along with induction on \( k \) to prove that the theorem holds in general. \( \Box \)

Theorem 1 describes a set of sufficient conditions under which \( \phi \) results in a Markov state representation. Of course, we have no way during learning of directly ensuring these conditions are true. In the next section we define a representation learning objective based on approximately satisfying these conditions that is differentiable and suitable for learning \( \phi \) using deep neural networks.
5 Training a Markov Abstraction

Matching policies. To ensure that the policies match, we restrict the policy class to \( \Pi_\phi \) by defining \( \pi \) as a mapping from \( Z \rightarrow \Pr(A) \), rather than from \( X \rightarrow \Pr(A) \).

Matching inverse models. To ensure the ground-state and abstract-state inverse models match, we consider a batch of experiences \((x_i, a_i, x'_i)\), encode ground states with \( \phi \), and jointly train a model \( f(a|\phi(x'), \phi(x); \theta) \) to predict a distribution over actions, with \( a_i \) as the label. This can be achieved by minimizing cross-entropy, whether the action space is discrete or continuous:

\[
L_{\text{inverse}} := -\frac{1}{N} \sum_{i=1}^{N} \log f(a = a_i|\phi(x'_i), \phi(x_i); \theta)
\]

Matching next-state density ratios. The third objective, that 

\[
\frac{N^*_\pi(x'|z)}{P_{\pi}(x'|z)} = \mathbb{E}_{P_{\pi}(x|z)} \left[ \frac{N^*_\pi(x'|z)}{P_{\pi}(x')} \right],
\]

says we can distinguish conditional samples from marginal samples equally well for abstract states or ground states. We can encode this objective as a type of contrastive loss.

Suppose we have a dataset consisting of samples \( X_c = \{x_c^{(i)}\}_{i=1}^{n_c} \) drawn from the conditional distribution \( \Pr(x'|z) \), and samples \( X_m = \{x_m^{(j)}\}_{j=1}^{n_m} \) drawn from the marginal \( \Pr(x') \). We assign label \( y = 1 \) to samples from \( X_c \) and \( y = 0 \) to samples from \( X_m \). We can define alternative names for the two distributions \( p(x'|y = 1) := \Pr(x'|x) \) and \( p(x'|y = 0) := \Pr(x') \). We are concerned with the density ratio \( \delta(x') := \frac{\Pr(x'|z)}{\Pr(x')} \), which we rewrite according to the derivation of Tiao (2017):

\[
\delta(x') = \frac{p(x'|y=1)}{p(x'|y=0)} = \frac{p(y=1|x')p(x')}{p(y=0|x')p(x')} = \frac{N_m p(y=1|x')}{(n_m+n_c) p(y=0|x')} = \frac{n_m p(y=1|x')}{n_c 1-p(y=0|x')},
\]

Similarly, for abstract states \( x' = \phi(x') \), we have \( \delta_\phi(z') \),

\[
\frac{p(x'|y=1)}{p(x'|y=0)} = \frac{\Pr(x'|z)}{\Pr(z')} = \frac{n_m q(y=1|x')}{n_c 1-q(y=1|x')},
\]

where \( q \) is our renamed distribution.

We train a function approximator \( g(x', x; \psi) \) to estimate \( p(y = 1|x') \). If we wanted to estimate \( \delta(x') \), we could then substitute \( q \) for \( p(y = 1|x') \) in (11); however, to satisfy condition (10c), we only need to ensure \( \delta(x') = \delta_\phi(z') \). We achieve this by modifying our estimator so it is trained jointly with the abstraction function \( \phi \), minimizing the cross-entropy between the predictions \( g(y|\phi(x'_i), \phi(x_i); \psi) \) and labels \( y_i; \)

\[
L_{\text{contrastive}} := -\frac{1}{n_c + n_m} \sum_{i=1}^{n_c+n_m} \log g(y = y_i|\phi(x'_i), \phi(x_i); \psi).
\]

In doing so, we ensure that \( g \) approaches \( q \) and \( p \) simultaneously, which drives \( \delta_\phi(z') \rightarrow \delta(x') \).

Markov abstraction loss. We generate a batch of experiences using a uniform random policy, which is a member of \( \Pi_\phi \), then minimize a weighted combination of the inverse model and contrastive losses above, while training \( \phi \) end-to-end:

\[
\arg \min_{\phi, \theta, \psi} \mathcal{L}_{\text{Markov}} := \alpha \mathcal{L}_{\text{inverse}} + \beta \mathcal{L}_{\text{contrastive}}.
\]

The inverse and contrastive losses avoid the common pitfall of learning a trivial abstraction like \( \phi(x) \rightarrow 0 \), without requiring any reward information. While such an abstraction would technically satisfy the ratio condition (10c), it does not minimize \( \mathcal{L}_{\text{Markov}} \), since \( \phi(x) \) contains no useful information for predicting actions or distinguishing \( x' \sim \Pr(x'|x) \) from \( x' \sim \Pr(x') \). This partially explains why inverse models and temporal contrastive losses are so effective for representation learning (Shelhamer et al., 2016; Pathak et al., 2017; Van den Oord et al., 2018; Anand et al., 2019; Misra et al., 2019; Stooke et al., 2020). Note that when the policy matching condition (10a) holds, and the policy is stationary and deterministic, then \( I_{\phi, \pi}(a|x'; z) = \pi_\phi(z) = \pi(x) = I_{\phi}(a|x', x) \) and the inverse matching condition is satisfied trivially. Thus we expect \( \mathcal{L}_{\text{inverse}} \) to be most useful for representation learning when the policy has high entropy or is rapidly changing.

\footnote{For continuous actions, we can alternatively assume deterministic policies and train via regression.}
Figure 3: (a) Visualization of the learning progress at selected times (left to right) of a 2-D Markov state abstraction for the $6 \times 6$ visual gridworld domain. (Top row) $L_{\text{Markov}}$; (second row) $L_{\text{inverse}}$ only; (third row) $L_{\text{contrastive}}$ only; (last row) autoencoder. Color denotes ground-truth $(x, y)$ position, which is not shown to the agent. (b) Mean episode reward for the visual gridworld navigation task (300 seeds; 5-point moving average; shaded regions denote 95% confidence intervals).

6 Proof-of-Concept Experiment

We test our approach on a visual gridworld domain. Each discrete $(x, y)$ position in the $6 \times 6$ gridworld is mapped to a noisy image like the one in Figure 1a. We emphasize that agent only sees these images; it does not have access to the ground-truth $(x, y)$ position.

First we gather a batch of experiences using a uniform random exploration policy in a version of the gridworld with no rewards or terminal states. We train an abstraction function $\phi_{\text{Markov}}$ by minimizing $L_{\text{Markov}}$ (with $\alpha = \beta = 1$), and we visualize the latent space in Figure 2a (top row). We compare against ablations that train with only $L_{\text{inverse}}$ or $L_{\text{contrastive}}$, as well as against a baseline autoencoder that we train via pixel reconstruction.

We see that $\phi_{\text{Markov}}$ and $\phi_{\text{inverse}}$ cluster the noisy observations and recover the $6 \times 6$ grid structure, whereas the other two losses do not generally have an obvious interpretation. We found that $\phi_{\text{inverse}}$ usually converged to a representation that separated the edges and corner states from the central states, since the self-loop transitions at edge and corner states led to different action distributions. We also observed that $\phi_{\text{contrastive}}$ and $\phi_{\text{autoencoder}}$ frequently failed to converge at all (see Appendix F for more visualizations).

Next we froze the representation and trained a DQN (Mnih et al., 2015), using $\phi_{\text{Markov}}$ to map images to abstract states. We compared performance against $\phi_{\text{inverse}}$, $\phi_{\text{contrastive}}$, and $\phi_{\text{autoencoder}}$, as well as end-to-end DQN with no pretraining. We also compared against a uniform random policy and DQN trained on ground-truth $(x, y)$ position (with no abstraction). We plot learning curves in Fig. 2b for 300 random seeds each. Markov abstractions match the performance of ground-truth position, and beat every other learned representation except $\phi_{\text{inverse}}$, which performs similarly, although, by itself, $L_{\text{inverse}}$ does not always produce Markov abstractions (see counterexample in Appendix C).

7 Conclusion

We have demonstrated a principled approach to learning abstract state representations that provably results in Markov abstract states. Prior work on representation learning showed promising results, but lacked this important theoretical consideration. We defined what it means for an abstract state representation to be Markov while ensuring that the abstract MDP faithfully reflects the dynamics of its ground MDP. We then described a set of sufficient conditions for achieving such an abstract MDP. We adapted these conditions into a practical training objective that combines inverse model estimation and temporal contrastive learning, along with policy constraints. Our approach learns a state representation that captures the underlying structure of the domain and closes the performance gap between learning with visual features and using ground-truth non-visual state. In future work, we plan to leverage this technique to learn representations for more challenging domains.

7 Code and videos are available at https://github.com/camall3n/markov-state-abstractions
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A Expanded Derivations

A.1 Abstract transition probabilities

\[
\Pr(z'|a, z) = \sum_{x' \in X} \Pr(z'|x', a, z) \Pr(x'|a, z) \\
= \sum_{x' \in X: \phi(x') = z'} \Pr(x'|a, z) \\
= \sum_{x' \in X: \phi(x') = z'} \sum_{x \in X} \Pr(x'|a, x, z) \Pr(x|a, z) \\
= \sum_{x' \in X: \phi(x') = z'} \sum_{x \in X} \Pr(x'|a, x, z) \Pr(x|a, z) \\
\sum_{\tilde{x} \in X} \Pr(a|\tilde{x}, z) \Pr(\tilde{x}|z)
\]

\[
T_{\phi,t}(z'|a, z) := \sum_{x' \in X: \phi(x') = z'} \sum_{x \in X: \phi(x) = z} T(x'|a, x) \frac{\pi_t(a|x)B_{\phi,t}^\pi(x)}{\sum_{\tilde{x} \in X} \pi_t(a|\tilde{x}) B_{\phi,t}^\pi(\tilde{x}|z)}
\]

A.2 Abstract rewards

\[
\sum_{r \in R} r \Pr(r|z', a, z) = \sum_{x' \in X} \sum_{x \in X} \sum_{r \in R} r \Pr(r, x', x|z', a, z) \\
= \sum_{x' \in X} \sum_{x \in X} \sum_{r \in R} r \Pr(r|x', z', a, x, z) \Pr(x'|a, x, z) \\
= \sum_{x \in X} \sum_{x' \in X: \phi(x') = z'} R(x', a, x) \frac{\Pr(z'|x', a, x, z) \Pr(x'|a, z)}{\Pr(z'|a, z)} \\
= \sum_{x' \in X: \phi(x') = z'} \sum_{x \in X} R(x', a, x) \frac{\Pr(x'|a, x, z) \Pr(x|a, z)}{\Pr(z'|a, z)} \\
\sum_{\tilde{x} \in X} \Pr(a|\tilde{x}, z) \Pr(\tilde{x}|z)
\]

\[
R_{\phi,t}(z', a, z) := \sum_{x' \in X: \phi(x') = z'} \sum_{x \in X: \phi(x) = z} R(x', a, x) \frac{T(x'|a, x) \pi_t(a|x)B_{\phi,t}^\pi(x)}{T_{\phi,t}(z'|a, z) \sum_{\tilde{x} \in X} \pi_t(a|\tilde{x}) B_{\phi,t}^\pi(\tilde{x}|z)}
\]
B Proofs

Proof of Lemma 4.1:

Let $a_t \in A$ be any action.

\[
\Rightarrow \quad \pi_t(a_t|x_t)B_{\phi,t}^{(k)}(x_t,z_t) = \pi_t(a_t|x_t)B_{\phi,t}^{(k-1)}(x_t,z_t)
\]

\[
\Rightarrow \quad \frac{\pi_t(a_t|x_t)B_{\phi,t}^{(k)}(x_t,z_t,a_{t-i},z_{t-1})}{\sum_{x_t \in X} \pi_t(a_t|x_t)B_{\phi,t}^{(k)}(x_t,z_t,a_{t-i},z_{t-1})} = \frac{\pi_t(a_t|x_t)B_{\phi,t}^{(k-1)}(x_t,z_t,a_{t-i},z_{t-1})}{\sum_{x_t \in X} \pi_t(a_t|x_t)B_{\phi,t}^{(k-1)}(x_t,z_t,a_{t-i},z_{t-1})}
\]

Let

\[
C_{\phi,t}^{(k)} := \frac{\pi_t(a_t|x_t)B_{\phi,t}^{(k)}(x_t,z_t,a_{t-i},z_{t-1})}{\sum_{x_t \in X} \pi_t(a_t|x_t)B_{\phi,t}^{(k)}(x_t,z_t,a_{t-i},z_{t-1})}
\]

Combining (12) and (13), we obtain:

\[
\sum_{x_t \in X} \sum_{x_{t+1} \in \mathcal{X}_{t+1}} T(x_{t+1} \mid a_t, x_t) C_{\phi,t}^{(k)} = \sum_{x_t \in X} \sum_{x_{t+1} \in \mathcal{X}_{t+1}} T(x_{t+1} \mid a_t, x_t) C_{\phi,t}^{(k-1)}
\]

\[
\therefore \quad T_{\phi,t}^{(k)}(z_{t+1} \mid \{a_{t-i}, z_{t-1}\}) = T_{\phi,t}^{(k-1)}(z_{t+1} \mid \{a_{t-i}, z_{t-1}\})
\]

Additionally, we can combine (14) and (15) and apply the same approach for rewards:

\[
\Rightarrow \quad \frac{C_{\phi,t}^{(k)}(z_{t+1} \mid \{a_{t-i}, z_{t-1}\})}{C_{\phi,t}^{(k-1)}(z_{t+1} \mid \{a_{t-i}, z_{t-1}\})} = \frac{T_{\phi,t}^{(k)}(z_{t+1} \mid \{a_{t-i}, z_{t-1}\})}{T_{\phi,t}^{(k-1)}(z_{t+1} \mid \{a_{t-i}, z_{t-1}\})}
\]

\[
\Rightarrow \quad \frac{R_{\phi,t}^{(k)}(z_{t+1} \mid \{a_{t-i}, z_{t-1}\})}{R_{\phi,t}^{(k-1)}(z_{t+1} \mid \{a_{t-i}, z_{t-1}\})} = \frac{T_{\phi,t}^{(k)}(z_{t+1} \mid \{a_{t-i}, z_{t-1}\})}{T_{\phi,t}^{(k-1)}(z_{t+1} \mid \{a_{t-i}, z_{t-1}\})}
\]

Proof of Lemma 4.2:

Let $T_{\phi,t}^{(k)}$ be defined via (8). Then applying Lemma 4.1 to the premise gives:

\[
T_{\phi,t}^{(k)}(z_{t+1} \mid \{a_{t-i}, z_{t-1}\}) = T_{\phi,t}^{(k-1)}(z_{t+1} \mid \{a_{t-i}, z_{t-1}\})
\]

Returning to the premise, we have:

\[
B_{\phi,t}^{(k)}(x_t \mid z_t, \{a_{t-i}, z_{t-1}\}) = B_{\phi,t}^{(k-1)}(x_t \mid z_t, \{a_{t-i}, z_{t-1}\})
\]

\[
\Rightarrow \quad \sum_{x_t \in X} T(x_{t+1} \mid a_t, x_t) B_{\phi,t}^{(k)}(x_{t+1} \mid z_{t+1}, \{a_{t-i}, z_{t-1}\}) = \sum_{x_t \in X} T(x_{t+1} \mid a_t, x_t) B_{\phi,t}^{(k-1)}(x_{t+1} \mid z_{t+1}, \{a_{t-i}, z_{t-1}\})
\]

\[
\Rightarrow \quad B_{\phi,t}^{(k)}(x_{t+1} \mid z_{t+1}, \{a_{t-i}, z_{t-1}\}) = B_{\phi,t}^{(k-1)}(x_{t+1} \mid z_{t+1}, \{a_{t-i}, z_{t-1}\})
\]
Proof of Theorem 1:

Base case. Let $B_{\phi,t}^k$ be defined via (6). Then for any $z_{t+1}, z_t \in Z$, and $x_{t+1} \in X$ such that $\phi(x_{t+1}) = z_{t+1}$, and any action $a_{t-1} \in A$:

$$\frac{N_{\phi,t}^k(z_t | z_{t-1})}{P_{\phi,t}(z_t)} = \sum_{x_{t-1} \in X} \frac{N_{\phi,t}^k(x_{t-1} | z_{t-1})}{P_{\phi,t}(x_{t-1})} B_{\phi,t}^k(x_{t-1} | z_{t-1})$$

$$\Rightarrow \quad \frac{P_{\phi,t}(x_t)}{P_{\phi,t}(z_t)} = \sum_{x_{t-1} \in X} \frac{N_{\phi,t}^k(x_{t-1} | z_{t-1}) B_{\phi,t}^k(x_{t-1} | z_{t-1})}{N_{\phi,t}^k(z_t | z_{t-1})} \frac{\pi_t(a_{t-1} | x_{t-1}, z_{t-1})}{T_{\phi,t}(a_{t-1} | z_{t-1}, z_t, t) \pi(a_{t-1} | z_{t-1})}$$

$$\Rightarrow \quad \frac{1[\phi(x_t) = z_t]}{\sum_{x_t \in X} P_{\phi,t}(x_t)} = \frac{1[\phi(x_t) = z_t]}{\sum_{x_t \in X} P_{\phi,t}(x_t)} \sum_{x_{t-1} \in X} T(x_t | a_{t-1}, x_{t-1}) B_{\phi,t}^k(x_{t-1} | z_{t-1})$$

$$\Rightarrow \quad B_{\phi,t}^k(x_t | z_t) = \sum_{x_{t-1} \in X} T(\tilde{x}_t | a_{t-1}, \tilde{x}_{t-1}) \frac{\pi_t(a_{t-1} | \tilde{x}_{t-1}) B_{\phi,t}^k(\tilde{x}_{t-1} | z_{t-1})}{\sum_{x_{t-1} \in X} \pi(a_{t-1} | \tilde{x}_{t-1}) B_{\phi,t}(\tilde{x}_{t-1} | z_{t-1})}$$

$$\Rightarrow \quad B_{\phi,t}^k(0)(x_t | z_t) = \frac{1[\phi(x_t) = z_t]}{\sum_{x_t \in X} P_{\phi,t}(x_t)} \sum_{x_{t-1} \in X} T(\tilde{x}_t | a_{t-1}, \tilde{x}_{t-1}) B_{\phi,t}^k(\tilde{x}_{t-1} | z_{t-1})$$

(17)

Here (17) satisfies the conditions of Lemma 4.1 (with $k = 1$), therefore, for all $a_t \in A$:

$$T_{\phi,t}^k(z_{t+1} | a_t, z_t) = T_{\phi,t}^1(z_{t+1} | a_t, z_t, a_{t-1}, z_{t-1})$$

$$\cap \quad R_{\phi,t}^k(z_{t+1}, a_t, z_t) = R_{\phi,t}^1(z_{t+1}, a_t, z_t, a_{t-1}, z_{t-1})$$

This proves the theorem for $k = 1$.

Induction on $k$. Here we note that (17) also satisfies the conditions of Lemma 4.2 (again with $k = 1$), and that Lemma 4.2 holds for arbitrary $k$. Therefore, by induction on $k$:

$$B_{\phi,t}^k(x_{t+1}, z_{t+1}, a_{t-1}, z_t) = B_{\phi,t}^k(x_{t+1} | z_{t+1}) \quad \forall \ k \geq 1$$

(18)

When (18) holds, we informally say that the belief distribution is Markov. Finally, applying Lemma 4.1 for each subsequent value of $k \geq 1$, we obtain:

$$T_{\phi,t}^k(z_{t+1}, a_{t-i}, z_{t-1}) = T_{\phi,t}^1(z_{t+1} | a_t, z_t)$$

$$\cap \quad R_{\phi,t}^k(z_{t+1}, a_{t-i}, z_{t-1}) = R_{\phi,t}^1(z_{t+1}, a_t, z_t)$$

Therefore, by Definition 2, $M_{\phi}$ is Markov.

Corollary 1.1. Let $\phi, M, P_0, \pi, M_{\phi}, B_{\phi,t}^k$, and $B_{\phi,t}^k$ be defined as above. If $B_{\phi,t}^k = B_{\phi,t}^0$ for all $k \geq 1$, then $\phi$ is Markov by Definition 2.

Proof: The proof follows directly from Lemma 4.1.

Corollary 1.2. If there exists some $n \geq 1$ such that $B_{\phi,t}^n(0) \neq B_{\phi,t}^0$, then $B_{\phi,t}^n(1) \neq B_{\phi,t}^0$.

Proof: Suppose such an $n$ exists, and assume for the sake of contradiction that $B_{\phi,t}^n(1) = B_{\phi,t}^0$. Then by Lemma 4.2, $B_{\phi,t}^n = B_{\phi,t}^0$ for all $k \geq 1$. However this is impossible, since we know there exists some $n \geq 1$ such that $B_{\phi,t}^n(0) \neq B_{\phi,t}^n$. Therefore $B_{\phi,t}^n(1) \neq B_{\phi,t}^n$. 
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C Counterexample: Inverse Loss not Sufficient for Markov Abstraction

$$(\mathcal{L}_{\text{inverse}} = 0) \not\Rightarrow \text{Markov}(\phi)$$

We provide a counterexample demonstrating that inverse model estimation alone is insufficient to produce a Markov abstraction. In the MDP of Figure 4, there are four numbered states and two actions: “right” and “left”. The abstraction $\phi$ maps ground states 1 and 3 to abstract state A, and ground states 2 and 4 to abstract states B and C, respectively.

Any valid transition between two ground states uniquely identifies the selected action as either “right” or “left”. The same is true for their corresponding abstract states. Therefore, the abstraction satisfies the inverse-model matching condition (10b), namely that $I_{\pi, \tau}(a|z, z') = I_{\tau}(a|x, x')$ for every $x \in z$ and $x' \in z'$.

However, conditioning the abstract transition model on additional history changes the transition probabilities. For example, suppose $P_0$ is uniform over ground states 2 and 4, and consider the action sequence [“left”, “right”]. When taking action “right” at time $t = 1$, the 1-step probability of transitioning from abstract state A to abstract state B is 0.5. However, given the additional history of having started in B, the probability of transitioning back to B is 1.0, since the extra history collapses the belief distribution at time $t = 1$ to only ground state 1. Since conditioning on additional history changes the abstract transition probabilities, the abstraction is not Markov, by Definition 2.

Figure 4: A four-state, two-action MDP and an abstraction function, where ground states are denoted by circles, abstract states are denoted by colored boxes, and actions are denoted by arrows.
# D Hyperparameters

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Hyperparameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number of seeds</td>
<td>300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Optimizer</td>
<td>Adam</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Learning rate</td>
<td>0.003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Batch size</td>
<td>2048</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gradient updates</td>
<td>3000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Latent dimensions</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of conditional samples, $n_c$</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of marginal samples, $n_m$</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Loss coefficient, $\alpha$</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Loss coefficient, $\beta$</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Hyperparameters for pretraining

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Hyperparameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number of seeds</td>
<td>300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of episodes</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum steps per episode</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Optimizer</td>
<td>Adam</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Learning rate</td>
<td>0.003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Batch size</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Discount factor, $\gamma$</td>
<td>0.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Starting exploration probability, $\epsilon_0$</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Final exploration probability, $\epsilon$</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Epsilon decay period</td>
<td>2500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Replay buffer size</td>
<td>10000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Initialization steps</td>
<td>500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Target network copy period</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Hyperparameters for DQN
E  Network Architecture

FeatureNet(
    (phi): Encoder(
        (phi): Sequential(
            (0): Reshape(-1, 252)
            (1): Linear(in_features=252, out_features=32, bias=True)
            (2): Tanh()
            (3): Linear(in_features=32, out_features=2, bias=True)
            (4): Tanh()
        )
    )
    (inv_model): InverseNet(
        (inv_model): Sequential(
            (0): Linear(in_features=4, out_features=32, bias=True)
            (1): Tanh()
            (2): Linear(in_features=32, out_features=4, bias=True)
        )
    )
    (discriminator): ContrastiveNet(
        (model): Sequential(
            (0): Linear(in_features=4, out_features=32, bias=True)
            (1): Tanh()
            (2): Linear(in_features=32, out_features=1, bias=True)
            (3): Sigmoid()
        )
    )
    (cross_entropy): CrossEntropyLoss()
    (bce_loss): BCELoss()
)

AutoEncoder(
    (phi): Encoder(
        (phi): Sequential(
            (0): Reshape(-1, 252)
            (1): Linear(in_features=252, out_features=32, bias=True)
            (2): Tanh()
            (3): Linear(in_features=32, out_features=2, bias=True)
            (4): Tanh()
        )
    )
    (reverse_phi): Decoder(
        (phi): Sequential(
            (0): Linear(in_features=2, out_features=32, bias=True)
            (1): Tanh()
            (2): Linear(in_features=32, out_features=252, bias=True)
            (3): Tanh()
            (4): Reshape(-1, 21, 12)
        )
    )
    (mse): MSELoss()
)
F Additional Representation Visualizations

Here we visualize abstraction learning progress for the $6 \times 6$ visual gridworld domain across six random seeds. Each figure below displays selected frames (progressing from left to right) of a different abstraction learning method (top to bottom): $L_{Markov}$; $L_{inverse}$ only; $L_{contrastive}$ only; and autoencoder. Color denotes ground-truth $(x, y)$ position, which is not shown to the agent. These visualizations span 30,000 training steps. The third column from the right shows the representations after 3000 steps, which we use for the results in the main text. We show additional learning curves for the final representations in Appendix G.
G  Increased Pretraining Time

Increasing the number of pretraining steps from 3000 to 30,000 improves the learning performance of $\phi_{\text{contrastive}}$ and $\phi_{\text{autoencoder}}$, though not enough to dramatically change the results (see Figure 6).

Figure 6: Mean episode reward for the visual gridworld navigation task, using representations that were pretrained for 30,000 steps (300 seeds; 5-point moving average; shaded regions denote 95% confidence intervals).